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MILLENNIUM STUDIOS
THE BRAINCHILD OF VETERAN LIGHTING DESIGNER RONAN WILLSON, MILLENNIUM STUDIOS HAS OFFERED
A REHEARSAL SPACE FOR FIVE YEARS AND HAS PLAYED HOST TO SOME OF THE BIGGEST NAMES WITHIN THE
WORLD OF LIVE MUSIC. TPi’S STEW HUME WAS INVITED TO ITS BEDFORD SITE.
Nestled away in the Bedford countryside,
on the site of a disused military base, is
Millennium Studios; a fully-stocked rehearsal
facility that offers a practical and affordable
solution for productions wishing to prepare
for up and coming shows. The studio was
opened in 2010 by Ronan Willson, an expert
lighting designer who worked with some
of the biggest metal and rock bands in the
‘70s and ‘80s including Judas Priest, Iron
Maiden and AC/DC. Through the years,
despite dipping his toe into the world of
TV production, Willson has always kept
his passion for music and, in 2009, the
opportunity arose for him to purchase the
Bedfordshire site. After a year of renovation,
the studio was ready to welcome a whole
array of productions from live rehearsals to
film shoots.
Sitting in the Millennium office with
his Bookings and Operations Manager,
Nina Malivoire, Willson talked about how
Millennium Studios came into being and its
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plans for the future. “This is actually the second
manifestation of Millennium Studios,” stated
Willson. Starting life in Borehamwood near to
Elstree Studios, Millennium added to the legacy
of film and TV production in the town. But
Willson also decided to create a rehearsal space
at the vicinity. “One of the most memorable
music things we did there was the British Rock
Orchestra featuring Roger Daltry, Alice Cooper
and Jason Bonham with the London symphony
orchestra playing Led Zeppelin, The Who and
Alice Cooper numbers. Standing in the studio
while they played Kashmir was absolutely
outstanding.”
Despite the success, increased competition
within the film market eventually resulted in
Willson selling the site, allowing him to reopen
Millennium at its new home in Bedford. “The
simple reality is that real-estate is a lot cheaper
out here than in London. This means that
we are able to offer reasonable prices,” said
Willson.
“We didn’t cut corners when it came

to building the stage. We put 50 tonnes of
plasterboard and 20 tonnes of rockwool into
the studio to make sure the sound levels are
almost inaudible from outside. Being set in
such a rural area, we never thought we would
get away with having a full PA but in fact it
has all worked out very well.” Willson cites the
knowledge he gained from the road as one of
the reasons for the success of the facility. “I was
on the road for 15 years so I was more than
aware of the steelwork, orientation, power and
ventilation that the studio would need. I had a
good idea what people would be looking for
but I also wanted to try and make Millennium
into a bit of a music-centric park.”
Five years on and you would be hard-pushed
to say that he didn’t achieve this goal. As well
as the fully-equipped rehearsal space there are
now several other businesses on-site working
within the music industry including a recording
studio and a business that resells analogue
studio equipment and mixing consoles. But the
crown jewel of the site has to be the ‘A’ Stage.
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Opposite: Standing at 10 metres high, Millennium Studios’ ‘A’ Stage offers a rehearsal space for the live events industry at an affordable price. Below: Founder of Millennium Ronan Willson standing
with Nina Malivoire, Bookings and Operations Manager and PR Representative, Louise Harris; ‘A’Stage has been used for multiple purposes throughout its five years. From tour rehearsals to video
shoots; many famous names have used Millennium with many of the acts now dawning the walls of the main office on signed drum skins.

Standing at 10 metres high, the studio is a fully
soundproofed rehearsal space complete with a
load-bearing roof, a U-Shaped Cyclorama and
not to mention a loading bay directly outside
the stage entrance. The studio is perfect for
theatre tours and modest-sized arena shows
measuring in at 27.5 metres by 18.8 metres.
As well as plenty of space to work with,
Millennium also offers lighting, staging and
rigging options to those hiring out the space.
Marcus Blatchford and Tom Armstrong head up
the in-house rigging team, IT and CAD expert
Tim Williamson, and Site Manager Jerry Clarke
complete the team. Backing on to the stage
there is a sizable space for production to set up
a temporary office as well as two large dressing
rooms and on-site catering.
“I think that when we first opened there
was certainly a shortage of rehearsal spaces
big enough for touring productions to use,”
explained Willson. “We were filling a bit of a
niche. We are not the biggest rehearsal space
but there are plenty of acts that simply don’t
have the budget to book the bigger studios and
coming up here they don’t only save on studio
costs but also other peripheral costs such as
accommodation are significantly lower.” When

asked why he believes Millennium has been so
successful, Willson stated: “It has to be that
people have been happy with what they have
found.” He continued: “They have found a first
rate facility with keen prices. We certainly have
had a lot of repeat business over the years.”
Once the studio first opened in 2010 one of
the first artists to come through the doors was

puts down to word of mouth. “This business is
so close-knit that you can do a project for one
person then word branches out and you are
getting enquires from another interested party.”
While sitting in the offices you only have to
look at the walls to gain a sense of the calibre
of artists that have come through its doors.
Lining the walls of the building are several drum

“We were filling a bit of a niche. We are not the biggest rehearsal
space but there are plenty of acts that simply don’t have the budget to
book the bigger studios and coming up here they don’t only save on
studio costs but also other peripheral costs such as accommodation
are significantly lower.”
Ronan Willson, Founder and Managing Director.
Matt Goss of Bros fame. Willson explained that,
at the time, the management company that
represented Goss was based at the studios so
they suggested that he used the facility while
he prepped for his UK tour and Royal Albert
Hall performance. Since then Millennium has
had a steady flow of business - which Willson

skins, all of which have been signed by the
various bands that have used the facility such
Motörhead, Enter Shikari, Disclosure and John
Legend. “The scale of some of the acts that we
have coming through is astounding,” stated
Willson, adding that the team at Millennium
have a long-running joke that, if you come and
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Below: As well as ‘A’ Stage, Millennium Studios also has two dressing room and a large production office space; Various companies have also made use of ‘A’ Stage including Martin Audio who run
demo-days throughout the year. Here Nigel Meddemmen, Product Support Engineer at Martin Audio prepared for one of these events.

rehearse at the studios, your career will have an
upward trajectory. If you see that One Direction,
Jessie J and Bring Me The Horizon have all used
the space perhaps there really is something in
the water.
However it is not just touring productions
that have made a temporary home at
Millennium over the years. Due to the fantastic
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acoustics in ‘A’ Stage, a selection of PA
manufactures have been drawn to the facility
including Martin Audio. Malivoire explained:
“Martin Audio invites sound engineers to come
in for demo days where they are taught how to
use their systems. They often come in two to
three times a year.” Due to the large production
rooms, these showcase days can also offer

a classroom space for the visiting engineers.
Willson said how he has been very lucky with
just how good the acoustic characterises of
the space are. “There have been some PA guys
that have come along and said how the room
has perfect acoustics. This is more by luck than
judgment but it means they keep coming back.”
As well as these PA training days, Millennium
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Below: Kanye West’s large lighting rig for this year’s Glastonbury Festival was made up of 792 PARcans. Kanye’s design team used Millennium to test the fixtures making use of ‘A’ Stage’s load
bearing roof; Regular clients of Millennium Studios, The Australian Pink Floyd Show.

has also played host to lighting companies who
used the space to rig new products and take
demo photos. Another branch of the industry
that has benefitted from Millennium is the
special effects division, with companies like Le
Maitre (the pyrotechnics and special effects
company) using ‘A’ Stage to trial new products.

purchase the Cardington Hanger, where several
high profile movies have been shot including
Inception and the Dark Knight Trilogy. Although
it has become known for its work with films,
the hanger has also been used for some music
productions including Sam Smith’s tour. Willson
went on to state that, as a veteran LD, being

“I am very grateful to all our clients, the support we have received and
the loyalty of people coming back.”
Ronan Willson, Founder and Managing Director.

Willson explained: “Le Maitre has commented
that the venue is great for them because the
ventilation system is so great which is obviously
quite advantageous for them.”
However despite the success of Millennium
Studios, Willson has not stopped there and in
2014 was presented with the opportunity to
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involved in the movie world is very interesting to
him as the use of Par Cans is still very common.
He made the point that having so many
old style lighting fixtures suddenly became
beneficial this year as rap superstar Kanye West
prepped for his Glastonbury headline slot.
“For Dark Knight Rises we had brought 1,000

Par Cans. Neg Earth then got in touch with
us earlier this year to enquire as to whether
we could help them out with the show. It was
actually lovely to be given that job, as it was
a very heavy metal vibe. I was in my element
because that was the style of lighting I used to
be involved in. I thought it looked brilliant and
full marks to John McGuire, the LD.” Kanye’s
production team prepped the whole rig under
the roof of Millenniums ‘A’ Stage.
To close, Willson wanted to thank all of the
various productions and clients who have come
through Millennium’s doors over the last five
years. “I am very grateful to all our clients for
the support we have received and the loyalty
of people coming back. It’s lovely to see people
make a return to the facility and for me it’s been
great to see some old touring buddies coming
through. I am flattered and pleased to see such
talent.”
TPi
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